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ABSTRACT 

Calculation tools and methodology used to perform independent calculations of 
cumulative influence of different changes related to fuel and core operation of NPP Krško 
were described. Some examples of steady state and transient results are used to illustrate 
potential improvements to understanding and reviewing plant safety.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

The integration of neutronic, fuel rod and thermal-hydraulic calculations for both, 
steady-state core design type of the calculation and for transient and safety analyses, is used 
by reactor vendors to improve the response of Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) both from a point 
of view of safe and economic plant operation. That process assumes improvement of current 
calculational tools and application of results acquired from operational experience. Similar 
activities, possibly with some delay, can be found in regulatory organizations and are used in 
review of proposed changes and improvements in existing and new plants.  

The number of changes related to core operation of NPP Krško starting with core 
uprate, extension of fuel cycle duration, introduction of enriched Integral Fuel Burnable 
Absorbers (IFBA) and smaller changes in fuel design caused that Slovenian Nuclear Safety 
Administration (SNSA) initiated activities mentioned to address all these changes in a more 
systematic way. The main objective was to see what the overall safety impact of performed 
changes is. The first part of the activity was realized by the Jožef Štefan Institute and was 
mainly related to core nuclear parameters. The Faculty of Electrical Engineering and 
Computing (FER) had position that it is necessary to extend the activity to thermal parameters 
and related safety analyses. The second part of the project [1] was awarded to FER because a 
similar activity, including the development of the new methodologies and computer tools was 
already started independently of the SNSA initiative. 

The main idea was to select a set of representative safety related fuel parameters and 
study their behavior during burn-up and selected transients using NPP Krško cycle 21 (first 18 
month cycle) as a testing platform. The experience gained during that study and calculational 
tools developed can be used to support future review process. 
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Based on already performed calculations and the experience in NPP Krško safety 
analyses it was decided to use the following parameters to quantify the fuel/core/system 
behavior during steady state operation and selected accidents: 

 
 power peaking factors, linear power densities, gap heat transfer coefficient, fuel 

centerline temperature, stored energy; 
 DNB (Departure from Nucleate Boiling) ratio, cladding surface temperature, oxide 

thickness; 
 fission gas release, internal rod pressure; 
 structural radial gap, gap interface pressure, cladding stress and deformation; 
 fuel surface displacement, fuel surface axial strain. 

 
Mentioned parameters should be calculated for average and hot fuel pin, for non-IFBA 

rod and for IFBA rods with 1X and 1.4X linear B-10 densities. In addition the number of 
representative transient analyses can be proposed and for them additional parameters should 
be checked:  

 ejected reactivity,  
 shutdown margin,  
 fuel enthalpy and centerline temperature, 
 DNB ratio and cladding surface temperature,  
 peak primary pressure. 

 
Selected simple transient analyses should illustrate core parameters behavior as well as 

capabilities of improved methodologies. Proposed calculations are not comprehensive safety 
analyses mentioned to address all aspects of analyzed event or to give definitive answers on 
core safety, but can help in identification of limiting fuel parameters and their trends after 
power uprate, cycle extension or changes in fuel design. 

Following transients were proposed to illustrate the importance of specific core 
parameters for safe operation of fuel/core/system: 

 
 Control rod ejection/withdrawal accident (fast Reactivity Initiated Accidents (RIA), 

important input parameters are ejected reactivity worth and position of ejected RCCA 
(Rod Control Cluster Assembly), important output parameters are fuel enthalpy and 
fuel centerline temperature); 

 Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA), only blowdown phase (important parameter 
stored fuel energy and peaking factors, important output parameters peak cladding 
temperature and influence of internal rod pressure);  

 Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) accident (asymmetric thermal-hydraulic and 
neutronic transient, important input parameter stuck rod reactivity and MTC 
(Moderator Temperature Coefficient), important output parameters shutdown margin - 
return to power possibility, local DNBR);  

 Loss of Feed Water ATWS (Anticipated Transient Without Scram) accident 
(overheating accident, important input parameter modeling of reactivity feedback 
influencing primary peak pressure, likely to be limiting, together with min DNBR 
events, for uprated core).  

 
For each calculation a specific set of assumptions were used to illustrate at least 

Beginning of Life (BOL) and End of Life (EOL) influence on core behavior. The calculations 
using additional assumptions on availability of plant systems or characteristics of initiating 
event can be used to learn about core response and plant behavior in realistic conditions what 
can improve plant operational safety. 
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The described activity is a long term process which includes improvement of existing 
tools, development of required new tools, verification of predictions and building of 
experience in applications of both tools and methodologies. In this paper first results related 
to fuel management and normal operation, and some aspects of the MSLB accident and 
control rod ejection accident are shown for NPP Krško cycle 21 core.  

2 CALCULATIONAL TOOLS AND METHODOLOGY 

The main calculational tools used in analyses are: 
 2D transport collision probability code FA2D v1.01c for calculation of cross section 

data at fuel assembly level, 
 nodal diffusion code PARCS v.2.5 for 3D depletion calculation, standalone fast 

transients calculation and for transient calculation within coupled code,  
 FRAPCON v3.3 and FRAPTRAN v1.3 for steady state and transient calculation of 

fuel rod thermal and mechanical properties, 
 COBRA-VIP code for steady state and transient calculation of thermal-hydraulics 

feedbacks and DNBR within coupled code and for DNBR calculation as a standalone 
code, 

 RELAP5 mod 3.3 for transient calculation of primary system as standalone code for 
LOCA and similar accidents and as leading part of coupled code for rest of the 
transients. 

 
2.1 Preparation of Cross Section Data 

One of the main assumptions of used methodology is the ability to perform depletion 
calculations of the fuel management type and to have all burnup dependent data needed to 
perform possible further steady-state or transient calculations at any point within the fuel 
cycle.  

An important part of any spatial neutronic calculation, including the neutronic part of 
the coupled code, is the preparation of cross section libraries. In this case homogenized, 
burnup dependent two-group cross section data at fuel assembly level were calculated using 
FA2D, a 2D collision probability transport code developed at FER, full NEK fuel assembly is 
modeled due to asymmetry of the 16x16 configuration especially for some IFBA 
combinations. The performed calculation has similar characteristics as usual core design 
calculations, but usually uses a less detailed discretization. Reflective boundary conditions 
were used at all outside boundaries. The code uses cross section library based on the ENDFB 
6.5 library with some isotopes taken from JENDL 3.3 library. The fundamental mode B1 
leakage spectrum was used for depletion and for calculation of 2-group cross section data. 
Integration is of the predictor corrector type. Burnup calculations were performed at fuel 
assembly burnup to 60 GWd/tU. Depletion is calculated at the nominal power density, 
average boron concentration and average thermal-hydraulic conditions (fuel average 
temperature, clad temperature, moderator density, without control rod insertion). The separate 
library is prepared for each material composition used in the core. The material composition 
is determined by fuel enrichment, burnable absorber enrichment and number of IFBAs. In 
order to prepare information needed for thermal-hydraulics feedback modeling branch points 
calculations were performed at selected burnup points using isotopic compositions calculated 
during depletion under average conditions. Only 3-4 branch points in each relevant variable 
(moderator temperature/density, fuel temperature, boron concentration) were used to keep the 
number of calculations at a reasonable level. The post-processing program saves cross section 
(XS) 2-group data for each material composition in a format similar to the cross section 
library format used in the OECD MSLB benchmark. In addition to usual macroscopic cross 
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sections, discontinuity factors were saved, microscopic cross sections, yield fractions and 
decay constants for Xenon (Iodine) and Samarium (Promethium), average neutron fluxes, 
power factors to be used in pin power reconstruction, delayed neutron data (needed only for 
transient calculation) and multiplication factors for each of the branch points. A trilinear 
interpolation procedure (similar to the one used in 3D linear Finite Element Method (FEM) is 
part of the library implementation. Separate cross section library is used to describe rodded 
fuel assemblies. 

 
2.2 Core Model 

A modified version of the NRC’s 3D nodal code PARCS v2.5 [2] was used for 
depletion at core level. The modification was done in order to provide internal depletion 
capability (not originally available in that version) and to make a possible use of cross section 
tables prepared by the FA2D code. In addition this code is now able to perform multi-cycles 
fuel management calculations. All required data, including burnup from previous cycles, and 
their axial variations are provided within new fuel assembly related files (the idea is similar to 
the one presently used by Institute Jožef Štefan in the CORD-2 package [3]). One file exists 
for each fuel assembly and it is updated, if wanted, after calculation of each depletion cycle. 
Part of the file are links to separate files with XS tables that describe compositions present in 
fuel assembly. XS tables are calculated just once in the life-time of the plant using any cross 
section generation code. Based on initial data, critical boron concentration and power 
distribution for the core are calculated. Using input cycle burnup increments, nominal core 
power and initial core loading, duration of each step in Effective Full Power Days (EFPD) is 
calculated, and using these times and calculated cell powers and heavy metal mass loadings, 
burnup increments for each cell are calculated. Based on the new burnup distribution the step 
is repeated and initial burnup distribution for the next step is calculated as arithmetic average 
of burnups obtained by predictor and corrector step. Cross section data were calculated using 
trilinear interpolation for two burnup points of the interval containing the needed local 
burnup. As one of the outputs in the fuel management calculation (that calculation should be 
performed first) 3D burnup distribution for each cycle burnup point is provided. That 
information and corresponding interpolation procedure makes possible later calculation at any 
cycle burnup. Except in this first, fuel management calculation, PARCS is used for steady-
state and transient (RIAs) standalone calculations and as a part of coupled code to provide 3D 
neutronic core information. When used in fuel management or standalone role the PARCS 
model assumes 2×2 nodes per fuel assembly. Within the coupled code one node per assembly 
is usually used. Axial and radial reflectors are modeled with fictitious calculational cells of 
the same size as fuel elements. The thermal-hydraulic (TH) model assumes one TH channel 
per neutronic calculational cell and can be realized by using an internal model or a subchannel 
code. Pin power reconstruction can be included or excluded from the calculational loop. In 
this version of the code pin burnups can be calculated but can’t be transferred to next 
depletion cycle. That limitation will be removed in next version of the code.  

FRAPCON [4] is US NRC code developed for licensing calculations of a fuel rod 
during burnup. It’s transient counterpart is the FRAPTRAN code [5]. In this work, versions of 
FRAPCON v 3.3 and FRAPTRAN v 1.3 were used. In normal usage FRAPCON obtains 
thermal-hydraulic boundary conditions as well as burnup dependent power production from 
outside. We have changed the code and now it can be called more times within PARCS 
depletion steps calculating the behavior of representative fuel rods for each assembly. The 
original version of FRAPCON has problem with restart initiated during the burnup cycle and 
it is not able to continue fission gas release calculation in a proper way. That is the reason 
why it is currently possible to perform calculations only for fresh fuel in each cycle. The 
correction of the code will be performed. In that case it would be possible to transfer all 
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relevant information together with presently transferred burnup and history data for each fuel 
assembly as well as calculated burnup dependent fuel temperatures will then be used in 
thermal-hydraulic feedback calculation in PARCS. In the meantime FRAPCON is used in an 
open loop type of the calculation only for fresh fuel. Except for programming changes needed 
to use FRAPCON repeatedly (for more fuel assemblies) within the PARCS depletion loop, 
the code now can use axially non-uniform subdivisions, and enrichment, height and shape of 
the pellet can be axially dependent and axial blankets can have an inner hole. The original 
version can calculate pellets with or without holes but not in the same fuel rod calculation. In 
addition to the mentioned changes at axially dependent He production and release are now 
modeled for IFBA rods. He production is based on the rate of B-10 depletion calculated in the 
FA2D fuel assembly code. The release of produced He is treated in an approximate way. 
Release fraction can be defined as input data and usually the assumed release fraction is 
around 70%. 100% can be used to calculate the bounding pressure increase. An other 
possibility is to apply the burnup and temperature dependent release model used for the 
calculation of fission gas release. In that case correlations developed for volumetric gas 
release are applied for release of He from a thin surface layer and the amount of released He 
is usually underestimated. FRAPTRAN, in the present situation, can be used in off-line type 
calculations to calculate fuel rod behavior after LOCA (as calculated by RELAP5) or RIA 
accidents (as calculated by PARCS or a coupled code). 

 
2.3 Coupled Code Used for the Calculation 

Coupled code is used to perform calculation for transients and accidents where local 
variation of core reactivity is expected together with spatial dependency of TH parameters. 
The present version of the coupled code, R5PA25V, uses RELAP5/mod3.3 [6] and PARCS v 
2.5 codes. In that code the core model is based on the COBRA-VIP code and can be used as 
an option for thermal-hydraulic feedback calculations and for core wide DNBR calculation. 
COBRA-VIP is based on the COBRA III-C-MIT and the COBRA IV-I computer codes with 
some capabilities found in the EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute) VIPRE code. Inside 
coupled system it is possible to perform multiple calls of both, steady state and transient parts 
of PARCS. The first is true during “steady state” transient calculation of RELAP5, when 
PARCS is used to perform a number of separate eigenvalue calculations. The second is used 
during transient when PARCS performs one transient step under control of the RELAP5 code. 
In the simplest coupling scheme parallel core channels are part of the RELAP5 model and 
they are an integral part of system thermal-hydraulic calculation. Core fuel heat structures 
have heat source calculated in PARCS code, which is responsible for core neutron kinetics. 
Thermal-hydraulic variables needed in PARCS TH feedback calculation are taken from 
RELAP5 core channels. The channels are closed to preclude possible artificial recirculation in 
the core caused by RELAP5 cross junctions properties. In a coupling scheme with 
overlapping, used in coupled code R5PAV, usually one average core channel is present in 
RELAP5 for a simple vessel model, or, in case of split vessel model, the number of average 
core channels is equal to number of coolant loops. PARCS is responsible for neutron kinetics, 
and the subchannel code is used for core thermal-hydraulics. When using a subchannel core 
model each fuel assembly can be modeled as one channel in a reasonable time taking into 
account radial mixing (open channels) and a homogenous two-phase flow model. RELAP5 is 
again responsible for the system and core thermal-hydraulics, time stepping and organization 
of overall calculation. It uses power distribution calculated by PARCS. In order to calculate 
the requested power distribution PARCS needs corresponding thermal-hydraulic variables. 
These data are provided by the COBRA-VIP subchannel core model. COBRA needs power 
distribution from the PARCS calculation and core inlet and outlet boundary conditions from 
the RELAP5 calculation. In axial direction all three codes usually use the same spatial 
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discretization, although that is not a requirement and each code can have its own axial mesh 
sizes as long as they share common boundaries. In present situation thermal-hydraulic 
calculation, including DNBR calculation, is automatically performed for fuel assembly 
average channel. For hot fuel assembly and critical period of time, it is possible to perform 
pin by pin subchannel calculation using pin power reconstruction data from PARCS. Classical 
subchannel approach was used due to its capability for whole core calculation in a reasonable 
period of time and due to a natural extension to fuel assembly pin by pin DNBR calculation.  

3 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

3.1 Steady-State Calculation 

Fuel management is performed using the modified PARCS code and cross section 
libraries prepared with FA2D for the NPP Krško cycle 21. Preliminary results of the PARCS 
calculation were compared to the data given in the plant’s Nuclear Design Report (NDR) [7]. 
The difference in critical boron concentration is, except at zero burnup (NDR has peak Sm 
included and in our case both Xe and Sm concentrations, even for burned fuel are initially 
zero), within 40 ppm. When spectral effect correction was applied to XS data the differences 
are even smaller. Absolute difference in core Axial Offset (AO) data is within 1% and errors 
in relative assembly powers are in range -8% to +3.5% at 150 MWD/tU and are within +/- 2% 
at EOL (21500 MWD/tU). Largest errors are for old fuel at the core periphery. That is caused 
by a combination of approximate reflector XS data and initial assumed burnup distribution. 
Obtained accuracy in prediction of steady state and burnup data is considered to be 
satisfactory for this application and it will be in addition checked against the plant’s measured 
data in the future. 

In addition to depletion calculations the calculation was performed for representative 
fuel assembly rods from one core octant using the modified FRAPCON code. Both the fuel 
assemblies with high and low average linear power densities were included to see the 
influence of power loading to fuel behavior and He release. It should be taken into account 
that the mentioned fuel assemblies change both the power produced and the axial power shape 
during the burnup. All typical fuel rod parameters and phenomena were observed during the 
burnup. Internal pressure, gap heat transfer coefficient, fuel center temperature and 
dimensional changes were of primary importance. Different IFBA configurations and 
different rod linear B-10 densities were covered and the influence of central holes in axial 
blanket pellets was studied as well as variations in axial distribution of properties in simple 
and detailed rod models. The change of internal rod pressure versus depletion time for fuel 
rod from the Y-45 fuel assembly is shown in Figure 1. Results are shown together for rods 
with and without IFBA coating, and for rods modeled using both the simple and the detailed 
model (label d). Detailed model includes the presence of axial blanket pellets with central 
holes. During normal operation the influence of all analyzed changes to selected fuel rod 
parameters (thermal and mechanical) is small except for the internal pressure. Behavior of 
IFBA and non-IFBA rods during the blowdown phase of LOCA is further studied in off-line 
FRAPTRAN calculations, but is not subject of this paper.  

The benefit of the described approach is that in addition to normal depletion calculation, 
the behavior of any fuel rod in each fuel assembly can be studied. The average fuel rod per 
assembly can be used to improve TH feedback calculations and the limiting fuel rod per 
assembly is used to check fuel rod mechanical and thermal properties. That can be of 
additional use if possible leaks in fuel assembly rods can be correlated to conditions 
experienced by the rod during depletion (e.g. higher temperature or mechanical stress or rod 
burnup). 
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Presented preliminary results demonstrated satisfactory calculational capabilities of 
proposed fuel management code system, but there are still many things that need 
improvements. Calculated 3D distribution of burnup and TH history variables were saved for 
use in BOL and EOL transient calculations. The same cross section libraries (rodded and 
unrodded) were used in fuel management and transient calculations. 
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Figure 1: Internal fuel rod pressure during cycle 21 depletion for simple and detailed 

model of average rod of Y-45 fuel assembly without and with IFBA 
 

3.2 Transient Analyses 

It is rather simple to extend calculation of the steady state parameters to different 
transients and accidents at any burnup point in a cycle. This type of calculations is not 
mentioned to replace usual licensing safety evaluation, but it is convenient to perform 
calculations of different neutronic and thermal-hydraulic parameters after reload and compare 
them against characteristic bounding values for selected accidents. We performed a number of 
calculations of MSLB accidents using the coupled code R5PAV and a number of calculations 
for control rod ejection accident using the standalone modified PARCS code.  

For the MSLB accident two different groups of cases were studied. In first applications 
the limiting break size for which Hot Full Power (HFP) MSLB has the characteristics of a 
reactivity insertion was found. BOL and EOL core conditions were studied for different break 
sizes, with and without coolant pumps running, for breaks in the steam line of the loop with or 
without pressurizer. The limiting size was found to be 0.030 m2 for both BOL and EOL case. 
For larger breaks the Safety Injection (SI) signal will cause early trip of the reactor and for 
smaller breaks reactivity insertion is slower and smaller. During BOL and EOL breaks of the 
same size both timing of the variables and reached values are different, but when pin by pin 
subchannel calculations for critical time and most limiting fuel assembly were performed, 
based on results from coupled code runs, very similar limiting DNBR axial distributions were 
obtained. In Figure 2 axial distributions are shown for limiting fuel assemblies for both BOL 
and EOL cases. The values which are the result of pin by pin subchannel calculation have pp 
in label. The results of core wide DNBR calculation (one average rod per assembly) are 
labeled only with min_dnbr. In the EOL case, nuclear power reached is higher, but in the 
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BOL case has larger initial peaking factors which resulted in almost the same core minimum 
DNBR value. The value is in any case well above DNBR safety limit.  
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Figure 2: Limiting DNBR axial distribution for HFP BOL and EOL conditions 

 
In second MSLB application limiting double sided steam line breaks at Hot Zero Power 

(HZP) were studied to find out critical stuck rod position and to check shutdown margins. 
Again, different burnups were checked with coolant pumps running and stopped, with special 
attention paid to position of stuck rods relative to part of the core more affected by the 
cooldown. Three EOL HZP cases were calculated for each potential stuck rod position. Case 
a has pumps running and the most effective control rod (assumed to stay out of core) is 
located in a part of the core affected by the broken steam line. Case b is the same as a, but the 
stuck rod is in part of the core under influence of intact steam generator. Case c is the same as 
a except for the trip of the coolant pumps. Case EOL a is limiting case due to highest return to 
power. BOL case a was given just to show the important influence of core conditions on the 
MSLB accident. Even for limiting case, HZP EOL case a, return to power (Figure 3) which is 
within 12% of nominal and core wide min DNBR (average pin per assembly) is around 3.1. 
With the hot pin power taken into account it is still well above DNBR safety limits. 

For the rod ejection events two sets of cases were analyzed, one initiated at HFP and 
one initiated at HZP. The analysis of both of these cases was done for BOL and EOL kinetics 
in order to take into account different core burnup conditions. Important parameters which 
have significance for the transient outcome are ejected reactivity worth and position of ejected 
RCCA. More positive reactivity means higher fuel enthalpy and fuel temperature, which can 
lead to possible fuel damage. After identifying which RCCA, ejection would create the most 
adverse conditions. An analysis was made for limiting fuel rods with the FRAPTRAN 
computer code, to determine mechanical and thermal performance and possible damage of 
rods. We have checked assumptions on stuck rod presence and proved that for this type of 
accident it has only a small influence. Generally speaking the obtained fuel center 
temperatures are much lower than limiting values found in Safety Analysis Report (SAR) 
Chapter 15. There are two main reasons for that (beside application of best-estimate versus 
conservative calculational tools): conservatively assumed higher ejected reactivity and lower 
values of delayed neutron fractions (β) than found in the real cycle 21. Our calculated β 
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values were about 5% higher than values found in cycle 21 NDR. We have performed 
additional calculations where β was decreased by 10% and ejected control rod reactivity was 
increased by 10%. As expected more influence was found for HZP cases than for HFP cases. 
For HZP one additional factor is influence of uncertainty in calculation of all other inserted 
control rods. In Figure 4 predicted power peaks for RCCA ejection from bank C at HZP EOL 
are shown as fraction of nominal power. Separate influence of a decrease of the core β and an 
increase of ejected control rod reactivity worth as well as different combination of 
assumptions including decreasing of inserted control rod banks effectiveness are shown.  
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Figure 3: Nuclear power for limiting HZP MSLB cases 
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Figure 4: Sensitivity calculation for control rod ejection EOL HZP power peaks 
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4 CONCLUSION 

A rather large effort is needed in order to improve calculational tools, establish 
applicable methodology and verify its results for application in core safety calculations. This 
type of the calculation is not meant to replace reactor vendors licensing safety calculations, 
but can be used to review influence of both separate and cumulative changes in fuel design 
and plant operational parameters. It can be used after each refueling to do checks similar to 
ones found in usual reload safety analysis checklist or to check real values against bounding 
values provided in SAR. Its successful usage depends on accumulated experience and 
understanding of analyzed phenomena. Preliminary results shown in this work can be used to 
illustrate potential benefits of its application, but many improvements are still possible and 
needed. Based on present results, most of the changes related to NPP Krško fuel design and 
core operation had only a small influence on the overall core safety behavior. Some of them 
were due to decreases in available safety margins still have to be checked in transient 
situations, but have no potential to impact safe operation of the plant or to endanger present 
safety analysis limits. 
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